
2023-24 SPONSORSHIPS



RAISING FUNDS TO ENHANCE EDUCATION IN BASALT PUBLIC SCHOOLS

OUR MISSION



2023-24 EVENTS
TASTE  

OF 
BASALT

NOVEMBER 4, 2023 
ROARING FORK CLUB

500 ATTENDEES 
25+ FOOD + DRINK VENDORS

400 RUNNERS/WALKERS 
FAMILY FRIENDLY  

TURKEY 
TROT

NOVEMBER 23, 2023 
BASALT ELEMENTARY

MOTORS 
AT 

WILLITS
MAY 18, 2024 

TACAW - WILLITS

2500+ ATTENDEES 
FREE COMMUNITY EVENT



ANNUAL

SPONSORSHIP

An ANNUAL SPONSORSHIP with the Basalt Education Foundation offers an invaluable 
opportunity for consistent community recognition throughout the SCHOOL YEAR while 
also ensuring support for all THREE KEY EVENTS. Moreover, sponsors gain exclusive 
benefits such as extra tickets and parking passes for the highly anticipated Taste of Basalt 
event, fostering both MEANINGFUL ENGAGEMENT and local goodwill.





ONE-TIME

SPONSORSHIPS

A ONE-TIME SPONSORSHIP for the Basalt Education Foundation provides a direct and 
impactful way to ENHANCE educational opportunities for students, fostering a lasting 
positive impact on their learning experiences. By SUPPORTING THE FOUNDATION in this 
manner, sponsors contribute to the ADVANCEMENT of academic programs, resources, 
and initiatives that enrich the EDUCATIONAL LANDSCAPE of the community.



OF BASALT

TASTE



TURKEY

TROT



MOTORS

AT WILLITS



BECOME  A

SPONSOR

1.  VISIT BASALTEDU.ORG/SPONSORSHIP
2. PICK ANNUAL OR ONE-TIME SPONSORSHIP
3. SELECT YOUR SPONSORSHIP LEVEL
4. PAY VIA CHECK, ACH, CREDIT CARD OR VENMO

Thank you!Thank you!



BASALT EDUCATION FOUNDATION is a nonprofit organization  
dedicated to enhancing and enriching the educational experience for  
students within the Basalt public schools. Established with the goal of  
supporting and advancing education, BEF’s impact and fundraising 
has grown tremendously in the 28 years since the first Taste of Basalt 
was put on, but it remains a true community organization. By collabo-
rating with and providing resources to the Basalt schools, educators, 
parents,   and community, BEF strives to support a dynamic learning 
environment  that empowers students to thrive and reach their full po-
tential. 

BEF operates as a bridge between the schools   and the community 
they serve, the community who is passionate about supporting educa-
tion. The foundation recognizes the importance of innovative programs 
that inspire all students and strives to give teachers and administrators 
the resources they need to implement those programs. As an example, 
this past year, BEF hired an Outdoor/Experiential Education Coordina-
tor to assist all three schools with this important programming. 

Over the years, BEF has left an indelible mark on the local education  
system by fostering a culture of collaboration, innovation, and commu-
nity involvement. The foundation has  helped create opportunities for 
students to explore their passions, develop critical skills, and prepare 
for the challenges of the future. By  uniting stakeholders with a shared 
commitment to education, the Basalt Education Foundation exempli-
fies the potential of collective efforts  to transform and elevate the qual-
ity of learning.

ABOUT

INTRODUCING OUR NEW MASCOTS...

Longy & SaltyLongy & Salty



FUND SLC - SCHOOL LIAISON COMMITTEE
Dedicated to fostering parent involvement through volunteering and initiatives 
like Teacher Appreciation Week, creating a stronger and more supportive school 
community. Formerly known as PEG before joining forces with BEF.  

O/EX ED
Outdoor/Experiential Education provides immersive learning experiences in 
natural and ‘outside the building’ settings, fostering personal growth and a deeper 
connection to the environment. BEF’s O/EX Ed Coordinator is instrumental in 
supporting the schools’ offerings.

SCHOLARSHIPS
The BEF General Scholarship and a number of other scholarships made possible 
by the generosity of the Rittvo family support and empower students after leaving 
Basalt High School. 

STEM
Enrichment experiences and supplies for STEM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Math) education.

DUAL LANGUAGE
Professional development and materials for Dual Language Education.

MUSIC, ART, MEDIA + ENRICHMENT
Vital support for programs that enrich students’ educational  experiences and 
foster creativity and expression within the community. 



basaltedu.org . info@basaltedu.org


